
 Beastlords 

During the early years of the Earth, supernatural entities rose to challenge and rule 

humanity.  Five primordial gods set themselves against the order of creation itself.  

Beings that embodied the very elements themselves.  Rather than war against each 

other and risk destruction, these gods made a pact to divide the planet and its 

human population into 5 parts. 

Soon into this hellish reign, the fifth god’s heart was softened, and he left humanity 

and disappeared.  The greedy remaining gods then started to argue over who 

would inherit the departed gods portion.  Cataclysmic battles between the gods 

raged and much of the Earth and humanity was destroyed.   

One of the four gods was destroyed utterly in these battles.  A third chose to flee, 

leaving the remaining two.  The remaining two gods were evenly matched.  They 

eventually decided on a truce and the Earth was split into two territories.  The 

names of these two gods are still well known.  Destroyer, god of earth and 

Leviathan, god of water.   

These two gods inflicted much pain and suffering upon early humanity.  So much so 

that the cries of the enslaved reached into other realms.  These cries were 

answered by the One, who sent 100 powerful new creations called Beastlords to 

defend humanity and destroy the two remaining gods.   

The Beastlords were successful in part, managing to destroy the gargantuan 

physical bodies of the gods and banish them to the ether.  The cost was high, 

however, as all but 7 of the Beastlords were destroyed or considered missing in 

action.   

Unlike other Bots, the Beastlords are mortal creatures.  Due to the robust 

construction of their bodies using unknown materials, they are extremely strong 

and long lived.  It is estimated that the Beastlords are over 5000 years old. Each of 

them that remain have chosen to live a solitary existence, emerging from hiding 

only when man’s plight seems most dire. It is these rare sightings by humanity that 

have given rise to the stories and legends of dragons.  

SPECIAL RULE – Superior Being  

Models with this rule only need a single energy cube each turn to maintain their 

Super Ability.   

 



 

 

Pugilist, 

Pure of Purpose, 
Superior Being. 
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Combat Scimitar, 
Flame Thrower, Pure of Purpose 
Superior Being. 
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Combat Mace, 

Pure of Purpose, 
Superior Being 
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Combat Scimitar, 
Pure of Purpose, 
Superior Being. 
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Pure of Purpose 
Strategist, Superior Being. 
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Earthquake, 

Pure of Purpose,  
Superior Being. 
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Ground to Air Missile, 

Pure of Purpose, 
Superior Being 
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This model has the Advanced 

Deployment Special Rule. 
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This model gets 1 free boost 

for a Close Attack per turn. 
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This model gains the Combat 

Scimitar rule when in Close 

Attack against models with 

the Combine Special Rule. 

 

 

This model adds an additional 

Energy Cube to the pool. 

 


